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P2E GUIDE
Create wallet: https://metamask.io/

Buy BNB on Binance: https://http://binance.com/en/how-to-buy/bnb

Access one of the following exchanges to purchase MON

Digifinex: https://http://www.digifinex.com
Huobi: https://www.huobi.com
PancakeSwap: https://pancakesswap.finance/

MON contract to add to the Wallet:

0x52b7C9D984EA17E9EE31159Ca3FfF3790981B64A

Once the wallet is configured in the Binance Smart Chain network, you can access the Medabots marketplace: https://marketplace.medabots.
game

Login with the wallet in the Marketplace:

By clicking on the login button in the upper right, a pop-up window will be displayed that
will allow you to choose which kind of wallet to connect with the marketplace

Forge (Mint) mew parts if you want to have more chances of earning MON within the game.
Access to Inventory menu to view the collection of minted parts, initially empty

Press the MINT piece button at the top right of the inventory section.

Forging a piece costs 5 MON, and will create a part from a random family, rarity, and stats.
To build a robot, 4 different parts of the same family are necessary (core or head, left arm,
right arm and legs)

Connect the wallet with the game and buy crystals.
Access the game account section to create or associate the wallet with a game account.

Create a User or enter the login data of an existing user.
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Associate the wallet with the game account by pressing the set wallet button.

The different currencies of the game will appear below. From the marketplace you can buy
crystals (Crystals), which allow you to play in Play2Earn multiplayer battles, and you can claim
the MON obtained from the victories of these battles

By clicking on the BUY button, you can buy crystals at the exchange of 1 MON= 3 Crystals.
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When confirming the purchase, these will take a few minutes to be associated with the user's
account and will be available in the game.

Play & Earn MON in the game
First you have to beat the initial 4 levels of the adventure to complete the tutorial and unlock
access to the workshop

Obtain enough parts to build 3 robots in the same team, either by beating adventure levels,
or by acquiring NFTs in the marketplace. Once you have a team of 3 robots, you can play in
multiplayer mode.
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In multiplayer mode, click in the hole where the crystal will be placed, to play a Play2Earn battle

Press the PLAY TO EARN button to start the pairing. If you manage to defeat your opponent,
you will get an amount of MON depending on the number of full NFT bots you have in your team.

0 robots (0 NFT parts) 0.30 MON per win

1 robot (4 NFT parts) 0.31 MON per win

2 robots (8 NFT parts) 0.32 MON per win

3 robots (12 NFT parts) 0.33 MON per win
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